We discuss a few examples of cases in which the widely used mean-field approaches to alloys and alloy superlattices may not give complete solutions. These examples include the anomalously large Stokes and anti-Stokes real space-charge transfer over thick alloy barriers and the spatial extent of optical phonons in alloys and alloy superlattices, which have remained unsolved or controversial. We argue, both theoretically and experimentally, that approaches that fully account for inhomogeneities, partial ordering, and disorder effects in the alloys as well as the proper understanding of coupled quantum-mechanical systems do give answers to these important puzzles.
INTRODUCTION
Since their conception 1 and subsequent realization, semiconductor superlattices have remained one of the most active areas of condensed-matter physics. Some of the most widely used superlattices have alloys as barriers, or wells, as in GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As, GaAs͞GaAs 1-x P x , and In x Ga 1-x As͞GaAs, to name a few. The overwhelming majority of experimental results on these alloys and alloy superlattices have been analyzed by the mean-field approach, which has been quite successful in dealing with many important quantities such as band gaps, dispersion relations, and density of states. However, there have remained a few well-known problems for which such an approach might not yield complete results. We present experimental and theoretical investigations of (1) anomalously large real space-charge transfer over thick alloy barriers in GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As, (2) anomalously large antiStokes charge transfer at low temperature and low excitation density in GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As, (3) the coherence length of GaAs LO phonons and dynamic transfer of GaAs optical phonons through the Al x Ga 1-x As barrier in GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As, and (4) localization properties of optical phonons in Al x Ga 1-x As alloy. These problems have remained unsolved or controversial, and from systematic and extensive experimental and theoretical investigations we contend that inhomogeneities and fluctuations of the atomic arrangement in the alloy are crucial for an understanding of these puzzles.
ANOMALOUSLY LARGE REAL SPACE-CHARGE TRANSFER OVER THICK ALLOY BARRIERS: Al x Ga 1-x As AS A LEAKY BARRIER
Recently an anomalously large interwell exciton transfer over thick barriers in GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As asymmetric double quantum wells (ADQW's) received attention. 2 The existence of this unexplained transfer has been observed by many researchers for quite some time, in samples grown by many different groups of researchers. The experimentally deduced transfer coefficient was of the order of 10 23 , orders of magnitudes larger than the theoretical predictions based on the one-dimensional tunnelling model for the given barrier width (d ) and the average potential height. The experiments were performed at 2 K, so thermal excitations above the barrier were ruled out. Reabsorption of the narrow-well (NW) Fig. 1 . PLE spectra obtained at 14 K for the GaAs͞AlGaAs͞ GaAs (7.5 nm͞30 nm͞10 nm) ADQW, with x 0.3 and x 0.5. At the right, schematics of the sample structure are shown, with the unadorned dotted arrow indicating strong transfer and the crossed-out dotted arrow indicating much smaller transfer. Fig. 2 . Transfer efficiency at 14 K defined as the ratio of the areas under the NW HH to the WW HH peaks in the PLE spectra, plotted against x for the GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As͞GaAs ADQW (7.5 nm͞30 nm͞10 nm). The efficiency was averaged over several different spots.
luminescence by the wide-well (WW) dipole -dipole interaction of excitons and polariton effects were proposed as possible explanations for this transfer. 2 -5 In this section an extensive study of this mysterious transfer in GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As ADQW's grown by molecular-beam epitaxy is presented. Photoluminescence excitation (PLE) was performed in a series of samples with variable x and barrier thickness d. The most interesting observations that we made are as follows: (1) the strong x dependence of the transfer (Figs. 1 and 2), (2) the drastic reduction in the transfer when the barrier is GaAs or a digital alloy (Fig. 3) , and (3) the very weak d dependence of the transfer shown in Fig. 4 . Our results demonstrate the importance of the nonuniformity of the alloy potential barrier in charge transfer, as we discuss in detail below.
In Fig. 1 , PLE spectra at 14 K obtained with a cw Ti:sapphire laser are shown for two ADQW samples. The photoluminescence (PL) window was at the low-energy side of the WW heavy-hole (HH) exciton peak. The sample parameters are GaAs͞Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As͞GaAs (7.5 nm͞30 nm͞10 nm) for the top and GaAs͞Al 0.5 Ga 0.5 As͞GaAs (7.5 nm͞30 nm͞10 nm) for the bottom. For x 0.3 the NW exciton peaks are pronounced, indicating a strong transfer from the NW to the WW. The height of the NW HH peak is larger than the background as a result of continuum excitation and is comparable with the WW light-hole (LH) exciton peak. The experiments were performed at low excitation density (ϳ10 8 cm 22 ), and the PLE spectra are mostly independent of laser intensity. Therefore intensity-dependent nonlinear effects can be immediately ruled out. For x 0.5 in Fig. 1 ( bottom trace), there is virtually no sign of the NW peaks, whose positions are indicated by arrows. This absence of NW peaks in the PLE of WW excitons is of course what one would expect from the mean-field approach. Fig. 3 . PLE spectra at 14 K for the GaAs͞(GaAs͞AlAs; 5ML͞2ML digital alloy)͞GaAs ADQW (7.5 nm͞30 nm͞10 nm) (top trace) and for In 0.1 Ga 0.9 As͞GaAs͞In 0.13 Ga 0.87 As (10 nm͞30 nm͞10 nm) ADQW ( bottom trace). SWHH denotes the heavy hole of the shallower well (In 0.1 Ga 0.9 As). When the laser photon energy is at the NW HH, both the NW exciton and the WW continuum are excited. If there were no transfer from the NW to the WW, the resonant excitation of NW excitons would have no effect on the intensity of the WW luminescence; therefore no increase in the luminescence would be expected. In other words, there would be no structure at the NW HH or NW LH positions: there would simply be the flat, WW continuum. In contrast, when there is a strong transfer from the NW to the WW (Fig. 1, top) , the amount of electron -hole pairs from the NW that eventually end up in the WW can be estimated in the following simple way: inasmuch as the WW luminescence is enhanced by a factor of 2 when the NW HH is resonantly excited, it can be estimated that nearly half of the electron-hole pairs in the WW originate from the NW. From this and the PLE spectra with the low-energy tail of the NW luminescence as a window we can easily estimate that as much as 30% of the resonantly excited NW excitons eventually end up in the WW. We also can divide the area under the NW HH peak by that of the WW HH peak 6 and come up with roughly the same number, ϳ30%. From the known lifetime of resonantly excited excitons 7 and from the vertical velocities of the first quantized electrons and holes we can estimate that the transfer coefficient is of the order of ϳ10 23 , at least 10 orders of magnitude greater than the tunneling coefficient over the one-dimensional mean-field barrier.
In Fig. 3 , striking examples of the complete failure of the mean-field approach are shown. PLE spectra of a GaAs ADQW with a digital alloy barrier (top trace) and a shallow In x Ga 1-x As͞GaAs ADQW are shown. The digital alloy barrier consists of GaAs͞AlAs at a ratio of five monolayers to two monolayers, and d was kept at 30 nm. With these structural parameters the effective alloy concentration is 0.28. For this digital alloy barrier, which is roughly equivalent to 10 nm of AlAs, the mean-field theory would predict a larger, albeit negligible, transfer coefficient than for the 30-nm Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As alloy barrier. Likewise, the exciton transfer of the InGaAs͞GaAs ADQW should be much larger than the GaAs ADQW with x 0.3 because the wells are much shallower. The absence of NW peaks in the PLE spectra of the digital alloy ADQW, or of the weak shallower-well HH peak in the In x Ga 1-x As͞GaAs ADQW, tells exactly the opposite story. The absence of exciton transfer when the barrier is GaAs or AlAs͞GaAs digital alloy strongly suggests that this anomalous transfer is a result of the alloy nature of the barrier. Al x Ga 1-x As, being a substitutional alloy, has an intrinsic spatial fluctuation of atomic arrangement. Therefore we contend that a large spatial variation of the alloy potential barrier is responsible for this puzzling phenomenon. Because the order parameter or the size of the fluctuations in alloys is often a strong function of x, this picture is consistent with the observed sharp decrease between x 0.3 and x 0.5.
To investigate the x dependence of the transfer more systematically, we studied many GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As ADQW samples with varying x. In Fig. 2 the transfer efficiency that we obtained by normalizing the NW HH peak to the WW HH or to the background is plotted against x. A sharp decrease is observed near x 0.3. From this x dependence, photon reabsorption by the WW can safely be ruled out, as the barrier region is always transparent at the photon energies used. It is interesting that this critical x is close to the direct-to-indirect crossover ͑x ϳ 0.35͒. With the exciting photon energies well below the threshold for the intervalley transfer, the real space-charge transfer 8 is not directly relevant. Furthermore, the issues of type II superlattices or the barrierconfined states 9 do not apply here because of relatively large well thickness. In contrast, a deeper understanding of the direct-to-indirect crossover in Al x Ga 1-x As alloy in terms of order parameters or cluster sizes 10 might prove useful. Finally, note that even for large x there is a significant transfer efficiency of ϳ5%, which is roughly independent of x. This transfer might be due to photon reabsorption or coherent polariton transfer, 3 -5 processes that are thought to be largely independent of x and d.
We note that significant transfer persists up to d 30 nm, which means that the d dependence is much weaker than what the one-dimensional tunneling model would predict. To see this effect more closely, we studied the d dependence of the transfer as a function of d for a fixed x 0.3. In Fig. 4 the d dependence of the normalized transfer efficiency in a GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As ADQW is shown for x 0.3 (open circles) along with that for x 1 and d 30 nm (filled circles). The d dependence at x 0.3 is weak, and even at d 150 nm it is still greater than that of x 1 and d 30 nm. The weak dependence on d suggests that the apparent penetration depth is of the order of 100 nm. Because the tunneling coefficient would decrease exponentially with d, with its penetration depth of the order of 1 nm, this dependence is again suggestive of a transfer efficiency that is orders of magnitude larger than the prediction of tunneling. We now discuss model calculations that take into account the effect of the detailed structure of the alloy barrier and the possible clustering of GaAs and AlAs molecules.
In the mean-field approach the barrier height in a GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As superlattice is assumed to be constant determined by x. In contrast, recent scanning tunneling microscopic studies of GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As quantum wells, AlAs͞GaAs superlattices, and Al x Ga 1-x As alloys 11 show that there is elongated clustering of Ga-rich and Alrich regions in the barrier along the growth direction, thus possibly connecting adjacent GaAs wells. This is related to recent theoretical studies of long-and shortrange order in the ternary substitutional alloys. 10, 12 We first considered the effect of atomic scale fluctuations on the transmission coefficient. We divided the barrier into small cubes of atomic scale representing GaAs or AlAs molecules and randomly assigned the potential V 0 for AlAs or 0 for GaAs. V 0 is 1.12 eV (0.26 eV) to simulate the band offsets for electrons ( holes) [ Fig. 5(a) ]. We solved the resulting three-dimensional effective mass equation with appropriate boundary conditions to obtain the transmission coefficients. The resulting transmission coefficients are larger than those obtained from the one-dimensional mean-field approach up to a factor of 10 but are still far too small to explain the large transmission coefficient of the order of 10 23 deduced from experiments. Essentially, the wavelength of the incoming waves (ϳ10 nm, comparable with the well size) is too large for the waves to see the low but narrow potential pathways. We then replaced the cubes in the barrier region with rectangular cylinders (or wires) long enough to connect the two wells, as shown in Fig. 5( b) , simulating the possible aligning of GaAs or AlAs roughly along the growth direction in light of recent scanning tunneling microscopy studies. 11 We performed the quantum-mechanical calculation for various sizes of rectangles to study the cluster size effect on the transmission coefficients. Furthermore, the possible effect of kinks was considered Fig. 5(d ) we plot the transmission coefficients of holes as functions of x for several cluster sizes, using the model of Fig. 5( b) . We considered holes rather than electrons because it is generally believed that the transport of excitons is determined mostly by the first quantized holes, whose transport is generally slower than that of electrons because of their larger effective masses. For the grid size of 0.4 nm the results are only slightly larger than the prediction of the mean-field theory, despite the fact that there are many low-potential quantum wires in the barrier. The physics of this low transmission coefficient is the same as described above: the pathways are much narrower than the wavelength. Increasing the cluster size rapidly enhances the transmission coefficient, so for the cluster size 3 nm, nearly all holes can pass through the barrier for relatively low x. The physics of this huge enhancement in the transmission coefficient is that, for the average cluster size of 3 nm, there is a small fraction of GaAs clusters whose dimensions are larger than 15 nm, which is the wavelength of the holes or electrons. These large clusters permit the ballistic transport of holes or electrons, resulting in large transmission coefficients. The strong x dependence and the weak d dependence can then be explained in this model, albeit somewhat trivially. In addition, the results obtained from the model schematically described in Fig. 5(c) show that the effect of the kink is to decrease the transmission coefficient only slightly without changing the overall trends. Finally, note that our results have only a weak dependence on the specific band offsets used, for the physics is determined essentially by the maximum cluster size.
Our model calculations suggest that the anomalously large transmission coefficient and most features of our experiments could be explained, at least qualitatively, if there were a large enough clustering of GaAs or Al x Ga 1-x As with very low x connecting two GaAs quantum wells in a quantum-wire-like fashion. Although a more realistic approach to the detailed mechanism of clustering and the resulting structure and pattern formation would be much desired, our results imply that the clustering of GaAs in the alloy barrier is a likely source of the greatly enhanced interwell coupling. Finally, even without clustering, quantum wells with completely random substitutional alloy as barriers might have extended states below a certain x. 13 This type of approach has not yet shown its full potential in semiconductor physics.
To conclude this section, we have experimentally demonstrated that a mysteriously largely transfer of excitons through thick barriers occurs when the barrier is composed of Al x Ga 1-x As alloy. Unlike solid barriers such as GaAs͞AlAs digital alloys, Al x Ga 1-x As is essentially leaky, or percolating, especially for x , 0.4: There may be regions of low potential in the barrier connecting two adjacent wells, which permit the observed huge charge transfer. Our results show that, beyond the widely used mean-field approach, one needs a three-dimensional approach that considers the detailed nature of the barrier such as clustering to understand the transfer over thick alloy barriers in semiconductor superlattices.
ANTI-STOKES LUMINESCENCE AT LOW TEMPERATURE AND EXCITATION DENSITY IN ADQW'S AS A NATURAL CONSEQUENCE OF COUPLED QUANTUM SYSTEMS WITH INTERSITE DEPHASING
From Section 2 it is clear that GaAs quantum wells separated by an Al x Ga 1-x As alloy barrier with x , 0.4 are a weakly but reasonably well-coupled system even when the barrier is thick, with the coupling strength or the transmission coefficient per single trial near 10
23 . In this section we focus on the emission of anti-Stokes luminescence (ASL) that results from the NW in a GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As ADQW even when only the WW seems to be initially excited, resonantly at the excitonic level or nonresonantly at the continuum. This phenomenon was observed earlier, 2 but its origin has remained a complete puzzle, especially because it did not increase with intensity or temperature. Thus intensity-dependent nonlinear effects or temperature-related excitation processes observed in other systems 14 cannot explain it. We studied this ASL from both experimental and theoretical points of view. We found that the intensity of the ASL normalized to the normal Stokes luminescence is of the order of 10 23 in samples with significant Stokes charge transfer, again orders of magnitudes larger than the thermal coefficient. Interestingly, this efficiency matches well the transfer coefficient deduced from the Stokes PLE spectra. From a simple, coupled four-level system analysis we show that, indeed, the emission of anti-Stokes luminescence is a general feature of any coupled, spatially separated quantum-mechanical system with dephasing. In addition, it is shown that the ASL efficiency directly gives the coupling constant.
In Fig. 6 a schematic of ASL is given, with the solid and the dashed arrows corresponding, respectively, to excitation of the WW level without exciting the NW (thus with photon energy below the NW HH) and to the anti-Stokes emission at the NW HH. Figure 7 shows a PLE spectrum at 14 K of a molecular-beam epitaxyGaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As͞GaAs (10 nm͞20 nm͞5 nm) ADQW with x 0.28 when the WW continuum is excited (top left-hand curve). Very strong ASL with a normalized efficiency of ϳ10 23 is observed. At the bottom of the figure an antiStokes PLE spectrum is shown with the photoluminescence window at the peak of the NW HH and excitation energies scanned across the WW excitons and continuum. Well-defined WW HH and LH peaks are visible, as is the WW continuum. Therefore the ASL occurs regardless of whether the WW excitons or the free-carrier continuum is excited.
In the following discussion we propose the interwell dephasing of a coupled quantum system as the mechanism for the ASL. Realizing that the ADQW is essentially a weakly coupled system, we attempt to understand the ASL starting from this point of view. We consider the following simple model, described in Fig. 8 . We consider a coupled four-level model, in which the coupling is between electrons in a WW and a NW and between holes in a WW and a NW. With coupling included, the eigenstates of electrons are slightly extended in space, with some small probability amplitudes to be found at the other well:
where a , , 1 and c 0 WW and c 0 NW are noneigenstate wave functions localized in the WW and the NW, respectively. The eigenstates for holes can be described similarly. We now consider the excitation of the low-energy eigenstates of electrons and holes of the coupled system, as described in Fig. 8(a) . The eigenstates have well-defined energy and are mostly localized in the WW but have some small probability amplitudes to be found in the NW. In the absence of scattering the eigenstates, which are coherent superpositions of the localized wave functions, would maintain their spatial coherence between the sites. In realistic situations, however the states would undergo a variety of weak but random scatterings, some of which would destroy the phase relationship between the sites. One commonly describes the effects of these random scatterings by multiplying random phase factors, which would destroy the spatial coherence. Therefore, after a characteristic intersite dephasing time, the system can be described as being in an essentially mixed state in terms of its spatial coherence.
The effect of this intersite dephasing on the energy transfer becomes clear when we consider the dephased electron state c d,WW initially at the eigenstate c WW c 0 WW 1 ac 0 NW : after intersite dephasing the state can now be described as
where u and u 0 are random phases introduced by scatterings at the WW and the NW, respectively. Note that, whereas c WW is an eigenstate, the dephased state c d,WW described in Eq. (3.3) is not: Expanding the dephased state c d,WW with the eigenbases c WW and c NW , we get, keeping only up to the first order in a,
In Eq. (3.4) the probability for the dephased state to be found at the initially vacant eigenstate c NW is 4a 2 sin 2 ͓͑u 2 u 0 ͒͞2͔. Taking an ensemble average, we arrive at the fraction of electron population transferred to the higher-energy state c NW :
Therefore an anti-Stokes population transfer to a higherenergy state has occurred purely as a result of dephasing. Furthermore, the fraction of the transferred population is determined only by the coupling strength a and does not depend on temperature or intensity. Similarly, the fraction of the anti-Stokes population of holes can be represented by 2b 2 , where b is the coupling constant for holes. We now consider the photoexcitation of electrons and holes in their respective lower-energy eigenstates that are mostly, but not completely, localized in the WW. Initially, without interwell dephasing, the electrons and the holes would recombine to give luminescence at the excitation energy (resonant luminescence). However, after interwell dephasing, a small fraction of electrons and holes can be found with higher energy and gives rise to ASL, as shown in Fig. 8( b) . When the interwell dephasing is much faster than the radiative recombination time, a condition easily satisfied in semiconductors, 15 the normalized intensity of the ASL to the normal luminescence (NL) would be given by
Equation (3.6) shows that the efficiency of the ASL can be useful as a general tool to determine the coupling strength in weakly coupled systems with fast dephasing. Finally, we ask, Where does the energy for the antiStokes, transport come from? Because dephasing causes the anti-Stokes transport, the answer would depend on the dominant scattering process that causes the dephasing. The energy cost of breaking the spatial coherence in our ADQW is of the order of ϳ0.01 meV (the energy separation between the NW HH and the WW exciton or the WW continuum, multiplied by the ASL efficiency) per exciton or electron-hole pair. This energy cost is relatively small compared with the excess energy of the electron-hole pair (as much as 50 meV) of the energy of acoustic phonons, even at low temperatures ͑k b T ϳ 0.16 meV at 2 K), so the energy comes from these heat baths. Furthermore, even at the excitation of a WW HH exciton, which corresponds to the lowest possible excess energy, there is an excess energy of the order of 0.1 meV, purely as a result of photon momentum at the plane of the quantum well. 7 Thus it is quite likely that, even with excitation of WW HH at zero temperature limit, ASL would be observed, with the energy for the ASL coming essentially from the excess energy of excitons. Experimentally, even at low temperature and low excitation limits, dephasings (interband, intraband, and interwell) of excitons or free carriers in semiconductors owing to acoustic phonons, impurities, other excitons, or carriers are much faster than the radiative recombination time. 15 -17 Therefore observation of ASL at low temperature and low intensity limits in ADQW should arise quite naturally.
To conclude this section, we have proposed a new mechanism, namely, intersite dephasing, as an efficient mechanism of anti-Stokes population transfer at low temperature and intensity limits. The resulting ASL can serve as a general tool to probe weak coupling strengths. We then showed that the main features of the intriguing phenomenon of ASL at low temperature and low density in GaAs ADQW's are entirely consistent with the proposed mechanism of anti-Stokes population transfer.
DYNAMICAL SIMULATION OF OPTICAL PHONON TRANSFER IN THE GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As͞GaAs SINGLE-BARRIER STRUCTURE
The approximations inherent in mean-field theories of alloys force the state to be infinitely extended in space. For this reason, although mean-field theories of semiconductor alloys and alloy superlattices may give an adequate description of many important quantities such as band gaps, dispersion curves, and density of states, the issue of spatial extent or coherence length is largely unclear. In this section we are concerned specifically with the dynamical transfer and spatial properties of optical phonons in GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As superlattices as a function of x. This is an issue that has not been fully resolved and remains controversial. 18, 19 The problem of spatial properties of optical phonons in GaAs͞AlAs is well known: because there is relatively large energy gap between the GaAs and AlAs optical branches, all the optical phonons are expected to be localized within each layer, supported by cw Raman experiments. 20 However, when the barrier consists of GaAs alloy, the existence of GaAs-like optical phonons in the alloy makes the energy barrier much smaller, making the transmission of GaAs phonons much easier. Recent picosecond Raman scattering experiments 18, 19 showed that the generation rate of hot Raman-active phonons for x ,ϳ 0.3 shows a saturating behavior, which was attributed to the saturation of transmission coefficient T at a substantial value. Because mean-field theories always produce extended wave functions, a different, more realistic, approach is needed.
To take the random fluctuations and the structural inhomogeneity fully into account, we need to consider a much greater number of atoms than in typical supercell methods. For this purpose we start with the classical time-dependent equation of motion and simulate the propagation of the vibration corresponding to GaAs optical phonons in the GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As͞GaAs singlebarrier structure consisting of 16 monolayers of GaAs (GaAs I), Al x Ga 1-x As alloy of variable x and L b ( barrier thickness) and 16 monolayers of GaAs (GaAs II) in the [001] direction (Fig. 9) . One monolayer contains typically 400 -1600 atoms. In the alloy barrier region we first consider an atomic scale fluctuation of substitutional alloy by distributing Ga and Al atoms on cation sites at random with the probabilities 1-x and x, respectively. Next we investigate the effect of spatial correlation or clustering of alloy by introducing clusters in a cylindrical shape (Fig. 10) . The cation sites in each cylinder will all be occupied by either Ga or Al atoms with the probability 1-x or x. The spring constants are set to a constant value, and the difference in atomic species is considered through their mass difference. The initial optical phonon wave is assumed to be in the GaAs I region.
We calculated the energy transmission at the detection layer in the GaAs II region and then defined the transmission coefficient T by normalizing the transmitted energy to the value for x 0. The transmission coefficient for an alloy barrier ͑L b ഠ 5.6 nm) T continues to decrease exponentially as a function of x until x ϳ 0.3 and remains at a small value above x ϳ 0.3. The exponential decay of the transmission coefficient for small x shows that the propagating-to-confined transition does not occur in a rigorous sense and indicates incoherent scattering from random scatterers. The small constant T values for larger x are attributed to the fluctuation by acoustic modes as well as by the overlap of localized modes.
Then the question arises of how such a saturating behavior of T would possibly be realized as observed in the generation rate of the Raman-active phonons for x ,ϳ 0.3. We suggest two plausible candidates for the cause of the saturation of the transmission coefficient, namely, the lifetime effect of optical phonons and the clustering effect of atoms. As in tunneling, the transmission coefficient should be multiplied by the number of round trips (i.e., the number of attempted tunnelings) that the optical phonon makes during its lifetime to yield the eventual tunneling coefficient. Because the lifetime of optical phonons in GaAs ranges from 7 to 20 ps, depending on experimental conditions and the assumption of homoge- neous or inhomogeneous broadening, 21, 22 the total number of attempted tunnelings is one to three during the experimental lifetime in the present geometry.
Regarding the previously calculated T as the coefficient of the equation for the decay of the vibration energy, we obtained the modified transmission coefficient T 0 during the optical phonon lifetime for the alloy thickness of 6 -10 monolayers and then normalized to the value for x 0 as before. The result is plotted in Fig. 11 as a function of x. A noticeable saturation is observed for a thin alloy barrier. However, the transmission coefficient is still small in the case of a thick alloy barrier compared with that in the experiment.
To see the effect of partial order or clustering 11, 12 in the alloy as discussed in Section 2 on optical phonon propagation, we considered the model schematically described in Fig. 10 . Results are presented in Fig. 12 for various cluster sizes with a total barrier thickness of 10 monolayers. The notation 111 represents no clustering, whereas 225 represents clustering of two monolayers in the plane of the layer and that of five monolayers in the growth direction. The transmission coefficient surely increases dramatically as the alloy is ordered, because GaAs optical phonons can propagate more easily through the cluster of GaAs than can the completely random alloy barrier. This is essentially the same physics as described in Section 2. The transmission coefficient for the largest cluster (555) is increased as much as several tens of times in comparison with the value for completely random alloy barrier at x 0.2. Although such clustering or partial ordering of GaAs or AlAs in AlGaAs alloy is not yet accepted as a general phenomenon, it is clear that partial ordering or clustering would enhance the transmission of the optical phonon dramatically, even through a thick alloy barrier, in the same qualitative way as the transmission of electrons and holes described in Section 2. We now discuss nonequilibrium Raman scattering experiments on Al x Ga 1-x As alloys and GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As quantum wells, in connection with our theoretical results.
It is well known now that a nonequilibrium hot-phonon population probed by Raman scattering can be, when properly analyzed, a sensitive probe of the spatial extent of the Raman-active LO phonons. 18, 23 This is essentially because the hot-phonon distribution curve generated by the hot-electron relaxation is a strong function of the phonon wave vector and therefore of the spatial extent. Although the details are given elsewhere, 23 once the hotphonon occupation number properly normalized to that of bulk GaAs under the same experimental conditions is known we can deduce the coherence length of the Ramanactive GaAs or GaAs-like LO phonons in GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As quantum wells or Al x Ga 1-x As alloy, using the hot-phonon distribution curve.
In Fig. 13(a) the hot-phonon occupation number of GaAs LO phonons for the GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As multiple quantum wells observed by picosecond (1.5-70-ps) and cw Raman scattering is shown as a function of x. We took the data under the same irradiation density, using photon energies of 1.9 -2.3 eV. We used a number of quantum-well samples (more than 30) with L z 10 nm and L b . 2 nm, where the hot-phonon occupation number is largely independent of L b but strongly dependent on x. Using these results, and assuming the phonon wave function c exp͑iq 0 z͒exp͑2z 2 ͞j 2 ͒ (where q 0 is the Raman-active wave vector at the backscattering geometry), we deduced the coherence length ϳj as a function of x, as shown in Fig. 13( b) . In calculating the coherence length we assumed that LO phonons in bulk GaAs have an infinite coherence length and that the hot-electron relaxation that emits the hot phonon is bulklike because of the high excess energy of the electrons above the barrier. These assumptions can be relaxed somewhat without changing the overall results. The strong x dependence near x 0.3 shown in Fig. 13( b) can be interpreted as the localized-to-extended or the confined-to-propagation transition. Because the increasing transmission rate would increase the coherence length, these results are in some qualitative agreement with theoretical results shown in Figs. 11 and 12 . However, the experimentally deduced change in the coherence length as a function of x is more abrupt than in the theoretical results. One contributing factor to this discrepancy can be the assumption of bulklike hot-electron relaxation in a quantum well. This assumption can make the experimentally deduced coherence length change more abruptly than in more-realistic situations.
In this section we have shown that we have studied the spatial extent and dynamical transfer of optical phonons in GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As quantum wells, both theoretically and experimentally. It is clear that whether an optical phonon is spatially localized or extended should be answered carefully, depending on the alloy composition or the barrier width. Furthermore, we have shown theoretically that partial ordering of GaAs or AlAs in the alloy barrier can dramatically enhance the transmission of optical phonons through the barrier.
ANDERSON LOCALIZATION STUDY OF OPTICAL PHONONS IN Al x Ga 1-x As
Ever since the famous paper by Anderson 13 the localization transition in disordered systems has been an active area of research. A large amount of research exists for electronic systems, whereas there are relatively few results for phonon systems. For the electronic cases of the Anderson model, the randomness resides only in the on-site energies, and as a result only diagonal disorders exist. However, for a disordered phonon system it was believed that the introduction of off-diagonal disorder is inevitable irrespective of whether the randomness resides in the masses or in the elastic interactions. 24, 25 Partly because of this incompatibility, the quantitative connection between a disordered phonon system and the Anderson model is at present not well established.
As a related problem, the optical phonon property in Al x Ga 1-x As alloys is an important issue for which some controversies exist. The asymmetric Raman profiles of the GaAs-like branch have been fitted on the assumption of finite (& 10 nm) coherence length or spatial extent, 26 whereas a recent paper reports that well-defined GaAs-like phonon dispersions exist for all values of x. 27 These two results are somewhat contradictory, because a well-defined dispersion relation itself may imply that the spatial correlation function of the phonon is infinite in extent. Needless to say, the word dispersive should be used with caution, because the inherent uncertainty in k ͑Dk͒ owing to alloy fluctuation results in line broadening and limits the spatial extent to ϳ1͞Dk. In this sense the implication of the experimental results in support of Baroni et al. 27 (i.e., the existence of well-defined dispersion) is that the spatial extent is much larger than the lattice constant for x # 0.3. For larger x the width of the GaAs-like optical branch becomes smaller, whereas the linewidth as well as the asymmetry of the Raman-active optical phonons becomes larger. Therefore the concept of a dispersion relation with well-defined k may not be a useful one in this regime. In contrast, the method of Parayanthal and Pollak 26 is limited to only large x (in the case of the GaAs-like mode) for which substantial asymmetries in the line shape exist. Of course any direct use of mean-field methods, e.g., the coherent potential approximation (CPA) and the average T-matrix method, is nonsensical as far as the localization properties are concerned because the approximations inherent in them always imply that we are dealing with extended states. 24 We need a more fundamental approach to study the localization property of this alloy system.
In this section we first show that the localization properties of a disordered phonon model can be exactly mapped to those of a generalized Anderson model. A simple model for phonon properties of a ternary alloy system is constructed. It is an isotopically disordered one, i.e., the spring constants are a constant but the masses of one sublattice are random variables. By an appropriate identification of corresponding parameters, our phonon model is exactly mapped to the Anderson model generalized to a diatomic basis lattice. This enables us to study the localization property of the isotopically disordered phenon system by the same method as used for the Anderson model; in the present calculation we use the method introduced by Licciardello and Economou. 28 At the expense of some rigor, their method is known to yield qualitatively, and to some extent quantitatively, correct results for localization problems in three-dimensional electronic system without much computational effort.
Our model allows us to study the localization property of phonons in any zinc-blende ternary alloy system. We applied our method to the Al x Ga 1-x As alloys, and the results obtained with our model calculation present a general localization picture that reconciles the two above mentioned seemingly contradictory results. It is shown that, above x c Х 0.45, all GaAs-like optical phonon states are localized, which is in agreement with the assumption of Parayanthal and Pollak. 26 For x , x c most states are extended, except for some near the edges of the GaAslike branch, in which case a dispersion relation may still be a useful description of the eigenstates. Thus in our picture the two seemingly conflicting results mentioned above are reconciled as two limiting cases whose validity depends on whether x , x c or x . x c .
We consider an alloy of the chemical formula A 1-x B x C on the zinc-blende structure. A cation site of the lattice is randomly occupied by an A or a B atom with probability (1 2 x) or x, respectively. For simplicity, it is assumed that a displacement from its equilibrium position can be represented by a scalar quantity and that the elastic interactions are restricted only to those with nearestneighbor sites. No important qualitative features of the system are thereby lost, and extension of our model to the general cases is straightforward. The equations of motion for this system are written as follows:
where M i ͑m i ͒ and U i ͑u i ͒ are the mass and the atomic displacement from the equilibrium position of the atom at the ith cation (anion) site, respectively. The superscript i on the summation denotes that the summation is over only the nearest-neighbor sites of site i. There is no mass randomness on the anion sites, so we can remove the site label from m i and set them all equal to M C . A widely used way of treating Eq. (5.1) is as follows. The relations U i Ũ i exp͑2ivt͒ and u i ũ i exp͑2ivt͒ are inserted into Eq. (5.1), and each equation is divided by the mass. When v 2 and zK͞M i are identified by E and e i , respectively, the equations are of the same form as the eigenvalue equations of a tight-binding model for an electronic system. However, this transform has the unfortunate effect that off-diagonal disorder as well as the diagonal disorder in the tight-binding Hamiltonian is generated. We take a different approach; each equation is divided by v 2 instead of by the mass. Then we get a set of equations as follows:
where z 4 is the coordination number of diamond lattices and a transformation of parameters M i ! e i , M C ! e, zK͞v 2 ! E, and K͞v 2 ! V has been performed. Equations (5.2) have exactly the same form as Anderson model for the electronic problem generalized to the diatomic basis lattice. No off-diagonal disorder is generated by the transform, and the localization of the vibrational state can be determined by the corresponding electronic state of the diatomic Anderson model, in which the on-site energies of one sublattice are randomly distributed according to a binary distribution of the mass of atom A ͑M A ͒ and the mass of atom B ͑M B ͒ and those of the other sublattice are a constant (M C ). However, it should be noted that, because the hopping energy V is dependent on E, for two distinct values of E two corresponding Anderson Hamiltonians have hopping energies different from each other.
For a localization property we adopt the criterion introduced by Licciardello and Economou, 28 which is based on the fact that the single-particle Green's function shows different analytical behavior depending on whether the eigenstate of energy E is an extended state or a localized one; the imaginary part of the self-energy goes to zero for a localized state, whereas it remains nonzero for the extended state when E approaches the real axis in the complex E plane. 29 From a random perturbation series for the self-energy, they obtained the localization function L(E), the numerical value of which determines the nature of the eigenstate of energy E; for L͑E͒ $ 1͑, 1͒ the state is an extended (a localized) one. 28 A generalization of their result, which is for a monatomic system, to our diatomic one gives the localization function as follows:
The summation is over all indices 1, 2, . . . , M, with the restrictions corresponding to all self-avoiding paths of order M starting and ending at the site 0. The quantity
is defined by
is the diagonal element of the Green's function at site i, which is an anion (a cation) site, for Eqs. (5.2) , where the on-site energies of the sites 0, 1, . . ., i 2 1 have been set to infinity. The L͑E͒ given by Eq. (5.3) is complicated for practical calculations. In contrast, an estimate L ‫ء‬ ͑E͒ is found by the following approximations 28 :
where K is the connectivity, 29 which is evaluated to be Х 2.88 for the diamond lattice. The second approximation, Eq. (5.5), is replacing the Green's functions defined in Eq. (5.4) with those obtained by CPA. 28 Note that using the CPA at this step is to estimate the Green's function on which L͑E͒ depends and not to investigate the analytical property of the single-particle Green's function obtained by the CPA.
We need two independent fitting parameters to correct the behaviors of L ‫ء‬ ͑v͒ at the edges of the branches. For ordered cases, i.e., x 0 or x 1, L͑v͒ is equal to 1 at the edges and is larger than (smaller than) 1 inside (outside) the branches. Therefore we multiply a weighting function w͑v, x͒ to L ‫ء‬ ͑v͒. We use, as a weighting function, K͞M C 0.43 with K͞M A normalized to 1 are shown in Fig. 14; we have used these numerical values to match the reported experimental data of two optical phonon spectral ranges of GaAs and AlAs. 30, 31 Below, numerical values of v normalized by p K͞M A are used. For ordered cases, as shown in Fig. 14(a) , the density of states (DOS) diverges at the upper edge of the acoustic branch and at the lower edge of the optical branch, which is not typical behavior for a three-dimensional system. This pathological feature is the same as found in fcc lattice when the interactions are restricted only to those with nearest-neighbor sites. 32 These singularities induce sharp peaks (widths of which are & 0.02 ϵ d͒ of L ‫ء‬ ͑v͒ at the edges, which we have neglected by interpolating the values of L ‫ء‬ ͑v 6 3d͒. In Figs. 14( b) -14(d ) the DOS calculated within the CPA as well as the localization properties determined by the numerical value of w͑v, x͒L ‫ء‬ ͑v͒ is depicted for x 0.2, 0.5, 0.8. The hatched areas represent the regions of localized eigenstates, and the white areas the regions of extended eigenstates. We interpret the states in the frequency range 2.0 -2.39 (238 -285) cm 21 as the GaAs-like optical phonon branch and the ones between 3.1 and 3.37 (370 and 404) cm 21 as the AlAs-like optical phonon branch. As x increases, the states of the GaAs-like optical branch localize, because the Al atoms are barriers for these excitations, whereas those of the AlAs-like optical branch localize as ͑1 2 x͒ increases. A convenient way to see the localization property is furnished by Fig. 15 . Restricted to the GaAs-like branch, all phonon excitations localize beyond x c Х 0.45; as x increases, localization proceeds from the edges, and the boundaries between the extended states and the localized states move inward until they coalesce at x c .
w͑v, x͒
Variation of x c over some ranges of the parameters K͞M B and K͞M C is shown in Fig. 16 . Within such a range of input parameters, qualitative behaviors of optical phonon branches are not different from those of Figs. 14 and 15, although the numerical value of x c varies. x c is a monotonically decreasing (increasing) function of K͞M B ͑K͞M C ͒. One can explain such behavior intuitively when the variation of gap size between two optical phonon branches of the pure materials is considered; the gap size is given as ͑zK͞M B ͒ 1/2 2 ͓z͑1 1 K͞M C ͔͒ 1/2 , which is monotonically increasing (decreasing) with respect to K͞M B ͑K͞M C ͒. As the gap size increases, the probability that a GaAs-like optical phonon excitation can penetrate the site occupied by an Al ion gets smaller because there is a larger difference between the natural vibrational frequencies of two species. Therefore GaAs-like optical phonon excitation localizes more easily, i.e., yields smaller x c , at a larger gap size. Of course a behavior such that all phonons of a branch localize as the fraction of corresponding material decreases is a somewhat unique one specific for an optical branch. For the acoustic branch the excitation at sufficiently small v is always extended because the excitation at v ! 0 represents the pure translation of the whole system. Therefore there is some nontrivial x c such that, when x . x c , all GaAs-like optical phonons are localized, justifying the method of Parayanthal and Pollak 23 to fit the asymmetric line shape of Raman-active phonons. In contrast, when x , x c , a finite fraction of GaAs-like optical phonons is extended, whereas the states near the edges of the branch are localized. In the latter case a dispersion relation of form v v͑k͒ may be a useful description of the eigenstates. However, the phrase dispersion relation here should be interpreted in a rather different sense from that in an ordered system. When x is different from 0 or 1 there is no true translation symmetric in the alloy. There k is not a good quantum number, and the Fourier transform of an eigenfunction cannot have a perfectly sharp spectrum in reciprocal space. In a disordered system the relation v v͑k͒ should be interpreted as follows. An eigenstate of energy v is a superposition of many different Bloch states whose distribution P v ͑k͒ is centered at k but that have some finite linewidth caused by incoherent scattering from the disordered assembly of sites. This linewidth is given as ϳ 1͞j when the eigenstate is localized within an spatial extent j. Therefore, in a disordered system, existence of a dispersion relation does not necessarily imply that all eigenstates are extended. One can safely use the terminology of a dispersion relation in a qualitatively same sense as in an ordered system only when a significant fraction of eigenstates of a given branch is extended. We now discuss nonequilibrium Raman scattering experiments and the coherence length of LO phonons in Al x Ga 1-x As alloy.
In Fig. 17 (a) the properly normalized (to bulk GaAs) nonequilibrium hot-phonon population of GaAs-like LO phonons for Al x Ga 1-x As alloy observed by picosecond (1.5 -70 ps) and cw Raman scattering is shown as a function of x. The occupation numbers were normalized so that the effects of changing band gap, penetration depths, and number of modes with x were taken into account. We took the data under the same irradiation density, using photon energies of 1.9 -2.3 eV. The decrease in the hot-phonon occupation number as a function of x can be interpreted as the decrease in the coherence length. Using these results, and assuming that the Raman-active phonon wave function is c exp͑iq 0 z͒exp͑2z 2 ͞j 2 ͒ in the same way as in Section 4, we deduced the coherence length ϳ j as a function of x, as shown in Fig. 17( b) . In calculating the coherence length it was assumed that LO phonons in bulk GaAs have an infinite coherence length. The strong x dependence near x 0.3 shown in Fig. 17( b) is consistent with that in Fig. 16 . It is also entirely consistent with the theoretical results presented in Figs. 14 and 15.
In conclusion, we have found that the question of whether GaAs-like optical phonons are spatially extended or localized should be answered depending on x. This conclusion was drawn from the Anderson localization study of optical phonons in Al x Ga 1-x As and from nonequilibrium Raman scattering experiments.
SUMMARY
We have solved the puzzles of anomalously large Stokes and anti-Stokes real space-charge transfer in GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As ADQW's by going beyond the meanfield approach and by realizing the importance of quantum coupling and dephasing in coupled systems. Thick alloy barriers permit fairly strong coupling between adjacent GaAs layers, with the coupling strength strongly dependent on x and on the degree of inhomogeneity of the barrier. Once we realize that coupling exists, the emission of blue-shifted anti-Stokes luminescence from the NW when the WW is excited is understood as a natural consequence of dephasing in coupled systems.
In the problem of spatial and dynamical properties of GaAs optical phonons in GaAs͞Al x Ga 1-x As superlattices we developed a realistic, first-principle dynamical simulation model of GaAs optical phonon transport through an Al x Ga 1-x As barrier. The results show strong x dependence of the transmission coefficient and are in qualitative agreement with nonequilibrium Raman scattering investigations. We developed an Anderson localization model of phonon properties in Al x Ga 1-x As. We showed that the localization properties strongly depend on x, thus reconciling an ongoing controversy regarding the nature of optical phonons in Al x Ga 1-x As. These results are also in good agreement with nonequilibrium Raman investigations.
In both electronic and phonon coupling of two adjacent GaAs layers across the Al x Ga 1-x As barrier there is a nontrivial x dependence whose importance is not well appreciated in the mean-field approach. Furthermore, partial ordering in the barrier is shown always to increase the coupling between electrons or phonons across the barrier relative to that when the arrangement of Ga and Al atoms is completely random.
